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Abstract

To mitigate concerns about carbon leakage and industrial competitiveness, cap-and-

trade systems have typically relied on the free allocation of carbon allowances to trade-

exposed sectors. The European Union’s Green Deal raises the prospect of free allocation

being replaced by a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM) on imported products.

This paper provides a simple framework to analyze the competitiveness support provided

by these policy instruments. It shows how the rate of carbon leakage can be a “sufficient

statistic” to determine the output and profit impacts of the switch to a CBAM. High-

leakage sectors will prefer the CBAM while low-leakage sectors will prefer free allocation.
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1 Introduction

The competitiveness of emissions-intensive trade-exposed (EITE) sectors and mitigating the

risk of carbon leakage has been a major concern for sub-global carbon pricing systems like the

European Union’s emissions trading system (ETS). To date, policy support to EITE sectors

has largely been provided by way of free allocation of emissions allowances.

The EU’s Green Deal now raises the prospect of free allocation being replaced by a carbon

border adjustment mechanism (CBAM) that imposes its carbon price also on imported prod-

ucts (European Commission 2020). Other jurisdictions designing carbon-pricing initiatives will

similarly have to confront whether to use free allocation or a CBAM—or both (or neither);

border adjustments are already being discussed in countries including the UK (Environmental

Audit Committee 2022), the US (Euractiv 2021), and Canada (Government of Canada 2021).

Does a CBAM make free allocation redundant? More broadly, to what extent does a CBAM

provide similar—or better—competitiveness support than free allocation? This paper presents

a simple economic framework to address these questions at the level of an individual EITE

sector like aluminium, cement, petrochemicals or steel. Free allocation tends to reduce the

marginal production cost of regulated “inside” (e.g., EU) firms while a CBAM instead raises

the marginal cost of “outside” (e.g., non-EU) firms.

The paper shows how the rate of carbon leakage can be a “sufficient statistic” to determine

the impact of a switch to a CBAM on the competitiveness of inside firms—as proxied by their

production volumes or profit margins. That is, the rate of carbon leakage captures all salient

features of competition—including market structure and the intensity of rivalry, the degree of

product differentiation between inside and outside firms, and the relative carbon intensity of

their production. From a political-economy perspective, the analysis suggests that EITE sectors

with a modest risk of carbon leakage will lobby to keep a policy regime with free allocation

while those with substantial carbon leakage will favour switching to the CBAM.

In short, a CBAM makes free allocation redundant for some sectors—but perhaps not for

others. (Cosbey, Droege, Fischer & Munnings (2019) provide a valuable survey of the earlier

literature on border carbon adjustments.)

2 Model

Consider competition in an individual EITE sector. There are ni inside firms and nj outside

firms competing in the product market. The carbon price faced by inside firms in the ETS is

τi and, for simplicity, assume it is zero for the outside firms.

Production costs per unit of output (excluding carbon costs) are, respectively, ci for inside

firms and cj for outside firms. Carbon intensities of production are zi, zj where zk = ek/xk

represents emissions ek per unit of output xk (for k = i, j). For simplicity, unit costs and

carbon intensities are assumed to be constants.
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2.1 Policy instruments

Country i has access to two policy instruments: free allocation and carbon border adjustment.

First, an inside firm is subject to the carbon price τi on its emissions ei but also receives

a free allocation of Ai which can act as an output subsidy. Its marginal cost of production

therefore is:

MCi(f) = ci + τi

(
∂ei
∂xi

− ∂Ai
∂xi

)
= ci + τi(1− f)zi (1)

where f = ∂Ai

∂xi

/
∂ei
∂xi

measures the extent of output subsidy at the margin and ∂ei
∂xi

= zi is its

carbon intensity.

Free allocation to EITE sectors has to date been generous across most cap-and-trade sys-

tems, covering a large fraction of sectoral emissions, that is, f̃ ≡ Ai/ei has often been close to

100%. The mode of allocation translates this into the extent of output subsidy f . Grandfa-

thering with Ai = ϕGei, where ei are historical emissions and ϕG ∈ [0, 1] is a policy parameter

leads to f̃ ≡ ϕG(ei/ei), where typically f̃ ≤ 1, but there is no incentive effect f = 0. Allocation

linked to output via emissions according to Ai = ϕBei, where ϕ
B ∈ [0, 1], yields f = f̃ = ϕB

as the marginal and average effects coincide. The EU ETS’s hybrid allocation design has com-

bined elements of output-based allocation, grandfathering and a performance standard so that

f takes on an intermediate value (Meunier, Ponssard & Quirion 2014).

Second, a border adjustment on imports effectively imposes i’s carbon price also on an

outside firm. Its marginal cost of production becomes:

MCj(b) = cj + bτizj (2)

where b is used as a modelling device to index the strength of the CBAM. The case with b = 1

imposes a full border adjustment that makes it as if outside firms were part of the inside firms’

ETS. The case with b = 0 represents the situation before any CBAM is introduced.

The setup reflects how free allocation reduces inside firms’ production costs while a CBAM

raises those of outside firms. The central questions in the paper revolve around the degree of

“policy substitution” between free allocation (modelled via f) and a CBAM (modelled via b).

2.2 Industrial competition

Consider a reduced-form model of imperfect competition that nests linear versions of famil-

iar models such as Cournot-Nash competition and Bertrand and Cournot competition with

differentiated products as special cases.

On the demand side, the inverse demand curves faced by inside firms and outside firms are:

pi(Xi, Xj) = α− βXi − γXj and pj(Xi, Xj) = α− βXj − γXi (3)

where α, β, γ > 0 are parameters and Xk = nkxk are total outputs (k = i, j). For an interior

solution, assume α > max{MCi,MCj}. Define δ = γ/β ∈ [0, 1] as an inverse index of product
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differentiation. The corresponding direct demand curves are:

Di(pi, pj) = a− bpi + gpj and Dj(pi, pj) = a− bpj + gpi (4)

where a, b, g > 0 are dual parameters of the demand system (Häckner 2000).

On the supply side, suppose that firms behave in the product market according to:

xi = ψ[pi −MCi(f)] and xj = ψ[pj −MCj(b)] (5)

where ψ > 0 is a parameter. Given the linear demand structure, these linear supply schedules

can be derived from first-order conditions for profit-maximization from various familiar models

of competition. For example, ψ = 1/β holds under Cournot-Nash competition both with ho-

mogeneous (δ = 1) or differentiated (δ < 1) products. Under differentiated-products Bertrand

competition, ψ = b is also a constant.

The idea of what follows is to obtain results that hold across different modes of competition,

that is, different values of ψ. Given firms’ marginal costs MCi(f),MCj(b) and these demand-

and supply-side conditions, write the resulting market price for inside firms as pi = pi(f, b).

3 Carbon cost pass-through

Carbon cost pass-through measures the extent to which carbon costs are reflected in product

prices. Define “own-cost” and “cross-cost” pass-through, respectively, for inside firms as:

ρii ≡
∂pi
∂MCi

and ρij ≡
∂pi

∂MCj
(6)

These definitions are distinct from the pass-through of a market-wide uniform cost shift that is

often used in the literature. They are more useful in the present context with multiple policy

instruments.

Lemma 1. Own-cost and cross-cost pass-through rates are:

ρii =
βψni + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj

[(1 + βψni + βψnj) + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj]
∈ (0, 1), and

ρij =
γψnj

[(1 + βψni + βψnj) + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj]
∈ (0, 1).

Lemma 1 generalizes results from prior literature to encompass a range of different modes

of competition (via ψ) as well as asymmetric cost shifts.

In the absence of international competition (nj = 0) or as products become fully differ-

entiated (γ → 0), cross-cost pass-through is zero while own-cost pass-through ρii =
βψni

(1+βψni)
.

In Cournot-Nash equilibrium (ψ = 1/β), for example, the latter then becomes the familiar

ρii =
ni

(1+ni)
(Hepburn, Quah & Ritz 2013).

Given the linear demand- and supply-side conditions, the market price for inside firms can
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be written in a linear form:

pi(f, b) = (1− ρii − ρij)α + ρiiMCi(f) + ρijMCj(b) (7)

in terms of the two pass-through coefficients (which are both constant with respect to the

carbon price) and where ρii + ρij < 1.

4 Carbon leakage

The rate of carbon leakage measures the extent to which emissions reductions by inside firms

are offset by higher emissions from outside firms:

LCi ≡ −dEj
dEi

=
zj
zi

[
−dXj

dXi

]
(8)

where Ek = nkek are total emissions (k = i, j) and the second equality follows because emissions

intensities are constant. That is, carbon leakage equals output leakage scaled by the relative

emissions intensity of outside firms compared to inside firms.

Lemma 2. The rate of carbon leakage satisfies:

LCi =
zj
zi

ρij
(1− ρii)

> 0.

Lemma 2 directly links carbon leakage to pass-through. It makes precise how carbon leakage

is positive because cross-cost pass-through is positive. In the absence of international compe-

tition (nj = 0) or as products become fully differentiated (γ → 0), both metrics go to zero as

competitive conditions between inside and outside firms become independent.

Carbon leakage can exceed 100 percent (only) if outside firms are significantly dirtier than

inside firms (recalling that ρii + ρij < 1).

5 Border adjustment vs free allocation

The EU’s Green Deal raises the prospect of cap-and-trade designs moving from free allocation

to a carbon border adjustment.

5.1 Competitiveness

Suppose that the (proximate) policy objective is to maintain “competitiveness” of inside firms.

To operationalize this concept, define stable competitiveness as a constant level of inside firms’

production, that is, policies change in such a way that dXi = 0. By the linear supply-side

schedules, this corresponds to stable profitability: dXi = 0 ⇔ d[pi−MCi] = 0. It also leads to

constant emissions by inside firms, dEi = 0, so coincides with a local climate-policy objective.
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Proposition 1. The rate of policy substitution from free allocation to a CBAM that yields

stable competitiveness for inside firms is given by:

df

db

∣∣∣∣
dXi=0

= −LCi .

Proposition 1 establishes a remarkably sharp result, with the rate of carbon leakage as a

“sufficient statistic” (Chetty 2009) for iso-competitiveness. It captures all salient features of

competition—including market structure (nj) competitive behaviour (ψ), the degree of product

differentiation between inside and outside firms (δ), and their relative carbon intensities (zj/zi).

This insight holds across a range of different modes of imperfect competition.

The reason for the result is as follows. On one hand, a small decrease df < 0 in inside firms’

free allocation affects their profitability by
[
∂pi
∂f

− ∂MCi

∂f

]
df . This also writes as [τizi(1− ρii)] df

using the definition of the own-cost pass-through rate ρii ≡ ∂pi
∂MCi

and that free allocations

lowers i’s costs by ∂MCi

∂f
= −τizi.

On the other hand, a small tightening db > 0 of a CBAM for outside firms helps inside firms’

profitability according to ∂pi
∂b
db (as MCi remains unchanged). This also writes as [τizjρij] db

using the definition of the own-cost pass-through rate ρij ≡ ∂pi
∂MCj

and that the CBAM raises

j’s costs by
∂MCj

∂b
= τizj.

Proposition 1 gives the condition for these two effects to exactly offset one another, leading

to stable competitiveness. And the resulting expression is the rate of carbon leakage of Lemma

2. Both effects scale linearly with the level of the carbon price τi which therefore does not

matter for the rate of policy substitution.

In a nutshell, a tighter CBAM enables a stronger reduction in free allocation—while main-

taining stable competitiveness—when carbon leakage is stronger. This is intuitive: a sector

with weak carbon leakage benefits little from a CBAM as it stands only in weak competition

against outside firms; conversely, for a sector with high carbon leakage, the CBAM has much

more “bite”.

So does a CBAM make free allocation redundant? Suppose that the initial policy support

is given by (f, b) = (f0, 0), where f0 ∈ (0, 1] is the initial level of free allocation and there is no

CBAM. Now there is a policy proposal to discontinue free allocation and instead introduce a

CBAM, that is, move to (f, b) = (0, 1).

Corollary 1. If policy support moves from free allocation (f, b) = (f0, 0) to a CBAM (f, b) =

(0, 1), this increases the competitiveness of inside firms (dXi ≥ 0) if and only if

LCi ≥ f0.

Corollary 1 resolves the trade-off between the two policy instruments using the result from

Proposition 1: the CBAM makes free allocation redundant for some sectors—but not for others.

The shift to a CBAM is more likely to enhance competitiveness if the sector has higher

carbon leakage or a lower free allocation in the first place. Any sector with carbon leakage in
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excess of 100% experiences enhanced competitiveness from the CBAM, as does any sector that

had a grandfathered allowance allocation.

Empirical estimates of carbon leakage for individual EITE sectors vary widely, ranging from

“low” estimates up to 20% to “medium” estimates around 50% and some “high” estimates that

exceed 100% (see Karp 2010 for an informative discussion, including on how partial-equilibrium

approaches often yield higher leakage rates than general-equilibrium models).

The EU ETS has involved generous allocation levels f̃0 often close to 100%, with its hybrid

allocation mode likely leading to “medium” values of f0 (Meunier, Ponssard & Quirion 2014).

These arguments suggests that the condition of Corollary 1 may resolve in opposite direc-

tions for different EITE sectors in different cap-and-trade systems. If the condition is not met,

then a continued-but-smaller free allocation would be needed to preserve competitiveness under

the CBAM at the level of the status quo ante.

5.2 Profits

The analysis so far has focused on stable output (and profit margins) of inside firms as a

competitiveness metric. A related metric is the impact of the switch to a CBAM on inside

firms’ profits. The profit impact will hinge on the details of the mode of allowance allocation:

Proposition 2. Let policy support switch from free allocation (b = 0) to a CBAM (b = 1).

(a) With output-based allocation Ai = ϕBei, where ϕB ∈ [0, 1] is a policy parameter, then

f0 = f̃0 = ϕB and the profits of inside firms increase (dΠi ≥ 0) if and only if

LCi ≥ ϕB,

which coincides with the condition for increased competitiveness.

(b) With grandfathered allocation Ai = ϕGei, where ϕG ∈ [0, 1] is a policy parameter, then

f0 = 0, f̃0 = ϕG and, to first order, the profits of inside firms increase (dΠi ≥ 0) if and only if

2(1− ρii)L
C
i ≥ Γiϕ

G,

where Γi = [ei/ei(0, 0)] is the ratio of historical emissions to actual emissions under grandfa-

thering, while their competitiveness always increases.

The condition for output-based free allocation to raise profits in Proposition 2(a) is identical

to that for competitiveness to increase with the CBAM in Proposition 1; a sector with relatively

high leakage will prefer the CBAM to this mode of free allocation. Here, a firm’s profits increase

if only if its output increases as the marginal and average effects of free allocation coincide

(dΠi ≥ 0 ⇔ dXi ≥ 0). Figure 1 illustrates these results for two cases of (f0, Li).

The condition for grandfathering has a similar flavour but different detail. Here, free alloca-

tion has no incentive effect so dropping it in favour of the CBAM always raises competitiveness.

However, the impact on profits also takes into account the lost lump-sum value of the free al-

location. Proposition 2(b) distills this comparison: if carbon leakage is sufficiently high and
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Figure 1: Illustration of impacts of a switch from output-based free allocation to CBAM on
competitiveness (Corollary 1) and profits (Proposition 2(a))

Notes: Competitiveness and profits decline in the shaded grey area. In the left-hand panel, they are
higher at point B (CBAM) than at point A (initial free allocation); in the right-hand panel, this ordering
is reversed. The slope of the blue line is equal to minus the rate of carbon leakage.

own-cost pass-through sufficiently low, the profit gain from the CBAM being levied on rela-

tively high-emissions outside firms outweights the profit loss from discontinued free allocation.

(The simple formula is a first-order result that holds exactly for a small carbon price and is

otherwise an approximation.)

From a political-economy perspective, a basic prediction is that—if forced to choose between

the two instruments—high-leakage sectors will lobby for the CBAM while low-leakage sectors

will lobby to keep free allocation.

6 Conclusion and policy implications

The question of how to best support EITE sectors such as cement and steel on the road to

decarbonization is of increasing policy importance.

This paper has introduced a simple framework to understand the switch from free allocation

to a border adjustment, and has shown how the rate of carbon leakage can be a sufficient

statistic to determine the competitiveness and profit impacts of the switch to a CBAM. The

results suggest that sectors with “high” leakage will prefer the CBAM while those with “low”

leakage will prefer free allocation. These findings could be calibrated empirically in future work.

An advantage of the framework presented is its simplicity and application across a range of

models of competition amongst which it can be difficult to choose (e.g., Cournot vs Bertrand).

Limitations include the absence of abatement (other than output reductions) and the focus on

competitiveness support as a proximate policy objective (rather than social welfare). Nonethe-

less it seems likely that the rate of carbon leakage will play a central role also in richer models.
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Appendix: Proofs of results

Proof of Lemma 1. Aggregating the two linear supply-side conditions xi = ψ[pi−MCi(f)] and xj =

ψ[pj −MCj(b)] over all ni inside and nj outside firms respectively gives:

Xi = ψni[pi −MCi(f)] and Xj = ψnj[pj −MCj(b)] (9)

Using these expressions in the demand curve for inside firms pi(Xi, Xj) = α− βXi − γXj then

yields:

pi = α− βψni[pi −MCi(f)]− γψnj[pj −MCj(b)] (10)

which rearranges to:

pi =
α + βψniMCi(f) + γψnjMCj(b)− γψnjpj

(1 + βψni)
(11)

The same procedure for the outside firms’ demand curve yields a mirror-image expression:

pj =
α + βψnjMCj(b) + γψniMCi(f)− γψnipi

(1 + βψnj)
(12)

Solving the resulting system of two equations and two unknowns gives inside firms’ market

price as:

pi =
α + βψniMCi(f) + γψnjMCj(b)− γψnj

(1+βψnj)
[α + βψnjMCj(b) + γψniMCi(f)]

(1 + βψni)

+
γψnj

(1 + βψni)

γψni
(1 + βψnj)

pi (13)

or

pi =
α (1 + (β − γ)ψnj) +MCi(f) (βψni(1 + βψnj)− γψnjγψni)

[(1 + βψni)(1 + βψnj)− γψniγψnj]

+
MCj(b) (γψnj(1 + βψnj)− γψnjβψnj)

[(1 + βψni)(1 + βψnj)− γψniγψnj]
(14)

The two pass-through rates now follow immediately by differentiation as:

ρii ≡
∂pi
∂MCi

=
(βψni(1 + βψnj)− γψnjγψni)

[(1 + βψni)(1 + βψnj)− γψniγψnj]
=

βψni + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj
[(1 + βψni + βψnj) + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj]

∈ (0, 1)

ρij ≡
∂pi

∂MCj
=

(γψnj(1 + βψnj)− γψnjβψnj)

[(1 + βψni)(1 + βψnj)− γψniγψnj]
=

γψnj
[(1 + βψni + βψnj) + (β2 − γ2)ψ2ninj]

∈ (0, 1)

which completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 2. Differentiating the aggregated supply-side condition for j’s firms Xj =
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ψnj[pj −MCj(b)] yields:

dXj

dXi

= ψnj

(
dpj
dXj

dXj

dXi

+
dpj
dXi

)
= ψnj

(
−βdXj

dXi

− γ

)
(15)

where the second equality uses j’s demand curve pj(Xi, Xj) = α− βXj − γXi. Hence the rate

of carbon leakage satisfies:

LCi ≡ −dEj
dEi

=
zj
zi

[
−dXj

dXi

]
=
zj
zi

γψnj
(1 + βψnj)

(16)

But note from Lemma 1 that own-cost pass-through satisfies:

1− ρii =
(1 + βψnj)

[(1 + βψni)(1 + βψnj)− γψniγψnj]
(17)

so that also

LCi =
zj
zi

ρij
(1− ρii)

(18)

as claimed.

Proof of Proposition 1. Stable competitiveness corresponds to dXi = 0 ⇔ d[pi −MCi] = 0

while varying the two policy instruments (f, b). Hence differentiating the latter condition gives:

[dpi(f, b)− dMCi(f)] = 0 =
∂pi
∂f

df +
∂pi
∂b
db+

∂MCi
∂f

df (19)

and so rearranging for the rate of policy substitution yields:

df

db
= −

∂pi
∂b(

∂pi
∂f

− ∂MCi

∂f

) = − ρij
(1− ρii)

zj
zi

= LCi . (20)

where the second equality uses the expression for the market price pi(f, b) which shows that
∂pi
∂f

= ρii
∂MCi

∂f
while ∂pi

∂b
= ρij

∂MCj

∂b
and that the costs terms in turn satisfy ∂MCi

∂f
= −τizi < 0

and
∂MCj

∂b
= τizj > 0 and the third equality uses Lemma 2.

Proof of Corollary 1. By Proposition 1, the introduction of the CBAM is “worth” a reduced

free allocation of
∫ 1

s=0
df
db

∣∣
dXi=0

(s) = −LCi . So the inside firms’ competitiveness increases if and

only if LCi ≥ f0, as claimed.

Proof of Proposition 2. In general, for a free allocation characterized by (f̃ , f) and writing

price as pi(f, 0) the profits of an individual (symmetric) inside firm are:

Πi(f̃ , f) = [pi(f, 0)− ci]xi − τiei + τiAi

= [pi(f, 0)− ci]xi − (1− f̃)τiei (21)

= [pi(f, 0)−MCi(f)]xi + (f̃ − f)τiei, (22)

where the second line uses f̃ ≡ Ai/ei and the third line uses MCi(f) = ci + τi(1 − f)zi and
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some rearranging. Using the linear supply schedule xi = ψ[pi −MCi(f)], profits are also:

Πi(f̃ , f) = ψ[pi(f, 0)−MCi(f)]
2 + (f̃ − f)τiei. (23)

For part (a), with an output-linked allocation Ai = ϕBei, where ϕ
B ∈ [0, 1], then f = f̃ = ϕB

and so Πi = ψ[pi(f, 0) −MCi(f)]
2. Hence profits increase with the switch to a CBAM if and

only if the profit margin increases—which is exactly Proposition 1. So the condition for the

switch from free allocation to a CBAM follows directly from Corollary 1.

For part (b), with a grandfathered allocation Ai = ϕGei, where ϕ
G ∈ [0, 1], then f = 0, f̃ =

ϕG(ei/ei) and so profits with free allocation are:

Πi(ϕ
G) =

[
ψ[pi(0, 0)−MCi(0)]

2 + ϕGτiei
]
. (24)

while profits under the CBAM (b = 1) are:

Πi(b)|b=1 = ψ[pi(0, 1)−MCi(0)]
2 (25)

So profits under the CBAM are higher if and only if:

Πi(b)|b=1 ≥ Πi(ϕ
G) ⇔ ψ[pi(0, 1)−MCi(0)]

2 ≥
[
ψ[pi(0, 0)−MCi(0)]

2 + ϕGτiei
]

(26)

To first order (omitting second-order terms in τi), and letting pi(0, 1) = pi(0, 0)+∆pi(0, 1), this

comparison boils down to:

2ψ[pi(0, 0)−MCi(0)]∆pi(0, 1) ≥ ϕGτiei (27)

As ∂pi
∂b

= ρij
∂MCj

∂b
= ρijτizj > 0 from the proof of Prooposition 1, it follows that ∆pi(0, 1) =∫ 1

s=0
∂pi
∂b
(s)ds = ρijτizj and recalling that [pi(0, 0)−MCi(0)] =

xi(0,0)
ψ

the comparison also writes

as:

2xi(0, 0)ρijzj ≥ ϕGei (28)

noting that both the carbon price τi and the supply-schedule parameter ψ cancel out. Writing

this in terms of carbon leakage LCi =
zj
zi

ρij
(1−ρii) from Lemma 2 gives:

2(1− ρii)L
C
i ≥

(
ei

zixi(0, 0)

)
ϕG = Γiϕ

G (29)

where Γi = [ei/ei(0, 0)] is the ratio of historical emissions to actual emissions under grandfa-

thering, thus completing the proof.
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